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Eric Berg is the pseudonym
of a highly successful
German writer who has
made a name for himself
with historical novels. His
crime novels The Fog House,
The Shadow Bay and The
Coast Grave each turned
into an immediate success
with the press and
booksellers alike.

The four university friends Timo, Philipp, Yasmin and Leonie
had lost sight of each other for years. When they meet again
on the Internet, they arrange a come-together. But the
encounter ends in a terrible crime: one stormy night in
September, three people are shot dead while a woman is
seriously injured and falls into a coma.
Two years after the massacre, journalist Doro Kagel starts
looking into the case again. Bit by bit, she finds out what really
happened that night and soon a dreadful suspicion takes root
in her mind …
Press
"Berg weaves together the threads of the plot perfectly – so
perfectly that every shift in time increases the suspense,
making it even more mysterious who the perpetrator and who
the victim could be, such that readers at these points will
experience a jolt of adrenaline." Leipziger Volkszeitung
"This is really well done: The Fog House kept me reading for an
evening and a night. I didn’t want to wait to the next day to
find out how everything came together." Christine
Westermann, WDR
"The Fog House is suspenseful to the very end … the story
maintains its mystery up to the finish, for only then does Eric
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Berg reveal the identities of the deceased. As readers
breathlessly accompany Doro Kagel on her search for the
truth, they will be asking themselves the whole time how a
weekend with old friends could escalate in such a way."
Buchwelt.de
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